The First 2,000 Years (The Thousand Years Book 1)

Hundreds of details about the early history of mankind had become entirely lost until the
restoration of the gospel. These details about the first 2,000 years of human history are all to
be found in this exciting volume.We now know that Adam and Eve had two generations of
children before Cain and Abel were born. The exact year of the Great Flood can now be
calculated. Details about the golden age of Enoch are now available so that we can understand
how the law of consecration works and how it eliminates poverty and crime.Many difficult
questions can now be answered: Did the Patriarchs really live for hundreds of years? What
about the incredible population growth in ancient times? How has the geography of the earth
changed since ancient times? Why were pagan religions so attractive to ancient peoples? How
did they get started? And why did God hate and abhor these pagan religions so much?One of
the most magnificent stories in this book is the life of Abraham. He received revelations about
astronomy and mathematics which he later taught the Egyptians. He was a remarkable
example of faith and obedience, even in offering his own son.All of these tremendously
important new revelations belong to the sweeping panorama of the first 2,000 years of human
history.This book is designed to make the study of the Bible an inspirational pleasure.
Although presented for easy reading, the text is carefully documented so that every important
point can be correlated with appropriate passages in the scriptures. The extensive use of maps,
charts and illustrations also facilitate the rapid unfolding of the Biblical story.
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The First Years has ratings and reviews. I would definately need to read it again, as I'm sure
this is one of those books you can't read just one. My First Two Thousand Years has 83 ratings
and 16 reviews. Showing . More than twenty years ago I ran across a hard-cover copy of this
book at a.
Skousen's book â€œThe First Two Thousand Yearsâ€• helps the reader better understand the
time period of the first two thousand years. A time period in which we. Titles, Order. The First
2, Years by W. Cleon Skousen, 1. The Third Thousand Years by W. Cleon Skousen, 2. The
Fourth Thousand Years: From David to. As one of guide collections to propose, this The First
2, Years: From Adam To Abraham (The Thousand. Years Book 1) By W. Cleon. The First
Years partakes of two outstanding characteristics: (1) it is a book that students will wish to
ponder and read again and again; and (2) it is a book. Book 1) By W. Cleon Skousen [EBOOK
EPUB KINDLE PDF]. Review The First 2, Years: From Adam To Abraham (The Thousand.
Years. I must say that in all my years of reading the scriptures, I never really They were some
of the first books that I ever brought as a member of the inside cover leaf. form the 3rd
Thousand yrs. . Fri Jan 13, am.
1 episode Â· Christianity: The First Two Thousand Years Poster. This is both parts of a
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two-series set produced by the A&E network which explores the history of. The first years by
W. Cleon Skousen, , Bookcraft edition, in English. There's no description for this book yet.
Can you add one?.
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